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ABSTRACT
Videographer, photographer and writer seeking full-time opportunities in 
multimedia production. 7+ years as a visual storyteller with major international 
media outlets and nonprofits in the U.S. and Middle East. Thrives in 
multicultural settings, with a passion for bringing social issues to life. 

EXPERIENCE

MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST

Videographer and photographer working independently 
with editorial and nonprofit clients, including: 
CNN International, the Associated Press, National 
Geographic Proof, Washington Post In Sight, Der Spiegel, 
the International Monterary Fund, USAID, Mercy Corps, 
the European Union, Sesame Workshop, WIRED, Vocativ, 
Mashable, and more.

SELF EMPLOYED - JORDAN & USA - 2011 - PRESENT

VIDEO ARCHIVE EDITOR | ARK GROUP DMCC

Built archive for 8+ years of documentary video footage from 
Syria and Iraq.
Created tagging system to easily sort and locate footage.
Translated captions and stories from Arabic to English. 
Streamlined production process for daily videos.
Created system for tracking number of videos produced 
against expenses for projects.

AMMAN, JORDAN - 10/2017 - 03/2018 (CONSULTANT)

Film and edit short videos in Arabic and English for social 
media, tied to editorial calendar and news events. 
Create photo essays highlighting UNICEF projects through 
field visits around Jordan.
Edit and restructure feature stories for Medium blog.
Copy edit reports for  style and accuracy, including 150+ 
page reports on child poverty and child marriage.

COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANT | UNICEF
AMMAN, JORDAN - 09/2017 - PRESENT

ONLINE NEWS EDITOR | AL BAWABA

Edited and published news stories from syndicated sources.
Identified news stories and wrote original content based on 
relevance to the Middle East.
Developed headlines and abstracts utilizing SEO best 
practices.
Managed shift schedule, leave, and contingency for team.

AMMAN, JORDAN - 12/2015 - 06/2017

Sourced images for two national print magazines and 
website with 30 million+ member subscribers.
Assigned photographers across the US for stories.
Curated photo essays for Instagram feed.
Strong knowledge of photo agencies and image usage rights.
Ensured assignments were completed on deadline and 
provided feedback.

ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR | AARP
WASHINGTON, DC - 10/2012 - 12/2014

ASSISTANT EDITOR | AL FARIDAH PUBLICATIONS

Started as an editorial intern, with responsibilities expanding 
to become a full-time editor and photographer for three print 
publications.
Copy edited and fact-checked articles for publication.
Features writer for Viva and Trendesign magazines. 
Photographed portraits of Queen Noor and feature on land 
mine removal for JO magazine.

AMMAN, JORDAN - 01/2011 - 09/2011

EDUCATIONPROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

SOFTWARE Adobe Premiere Pro, After Effects, Audition, 
InDesign, Photoshop, Lightroom, Final Cut Pro

SKILLS DSLR video, 4k raw video, scriptwriting and 
storyboarding, studio and on-location lighting, video editing, 
color correction, audio editing, digital archive management

LANGUAGES English, Arabic, French

MA, VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY, MEDIA + DOCUMENTARY PRACTICES
University of Münster - Germany - expected 2020

BFA, PHOTOJOURNALISM
Rochester Institute of Technology - New York - 2012 

TRAINING Missouri Photo Workshop (2015), Levantine Arabic 
courses (2017), HEFAT course (2014).


